
BY TORY TRONRUD

TODAY, many buildings that
used to be stores occupy the
700 block of  Simpson Street,

between Rowand Street and Pacific
Avenue. Unfortunately, this city
block is not atypical. Businesses that
once thrived by satisfying the needs
of  nearby communities, are either
gone or have been converted to hous-
ing.

This image of  Jack’s Bakery and
Confectionery, showing Jack and
Nellie Klips and two employees,
dates from the early 1950s. Let’s use
it as the starting-off  point for a brief
glimpse of  what we have lost.

Mr. and Mrs. Klips opened their
bakery — known popularly as Jack’s
Snack Shop — in 1950. They occu-
pied a small building at 702 Simpson
Street that had, since 1946, been the
home of  Andrew Polowniak’s West-
ern Butcher and Grocery. This photo
could very well have celebrated
Jack’s opening day.

You can imagine what sort of
shop this was by the photograph:
part lunch counter serving a range
of  sandwiches, coffee, Coke, ham-
burgers, hot dogs and fries, but also
part bakery — doughnuts, pies,
bread. It also served as a corner
store, offering cigarettes, Tums, can-
dy and gum along with packaged
goods.

There was local content as well —
Persians and Sally Anns, and soda
from the Fort William Bottling
Works. A local RCAF recruiting
poster in centred over the mirror.

Jack’s place didn’t stand alone.
Right next door were Nellie’s Café
(Nellie Blachar, prop.) at the corner

of  Rowand Street (now the site of
The Lock Shop), and Anthony
Krosty’s billiard hall to the north. 

Moving up the block towards Pa-
cific Avenue were Joe’s Taxi stand, a
photography shop run by Joseph
Tracz, the Imperial Cabinet Works
(T. Baba, prop.), and the Canadian
Legion Polish Hall.

Further along could be found the
International Co-op Stores bakery,
Mike Lysak’s shoe repair and, final-

ly, at the Pacific Ave. intersection,
the East End service station (which
still stands).

Across the street from Jack’s were
William (Dennie) Gallen’s Taxi of-
fice (now the site of  Nipper’s Take
Out), Mrs. Misuko Seki’s Main Line
Diner, the Goodluck Confectionery
at 735 Simpson (Mary Tomiciw,
prop.) and the Harris Confectionery,
run by Ignace Hryciuk.

These were all neighbourhood
stores. Proprietors and all their pa-
trons were probably on a first name
basis. And, no doubt, they saw each
other almost every day, sharing the
news and gossip.

Jack and Nellie didn’t keep their
store for long. By 1952 they had as-
sumed proprietorship of  the Or-
pheum Café on Victoria Avenue and,
later, they opened the White Swan
Bakery on North Cumberland
Street.

But their shop retained its neigh-
bourhood flavour. Lee Cheng opened
the New Nanking Café in the same
building in 1953 and ran it until 1969

(except for one year when it was
known as the East End Confec-
tionery). Then came Joe Schiffer’s
Europa Restaurant, which operated
from 1970 to 1974, followed by the
Thunder Bay Second Hand Store
and, finally, Treasures and Trivia
(also a second hand store). In 1991
the building fell vacant again, this
time permanently. It was demolished
at the end of  the 1990s.

Most of  the surrounding busi-
nesses suffered a fate similar to 702
Simpson. They were designed for
foot traffic. The omnipresent auto-
mobile and the emergence of  big box
stores and supermarkets have so
changed our shopping habits that
small neighbourhood stores have all
but vanished. And with them has
gone a way of  life.

Looking Back is written weekly by
one of  various writers for the Thun-
der Bay Museum. For further infor-
mation visit the museum at 425 Don-
ald St. E., or view its website at
www.thunderbaymuseum.com.

BY MAUREEN ARGES NADIN 

“When the moon is in the 7th house
And Jupiter aligns with Mars,
Then peace will rule the planet

and love will steer the stars”

The above lyrics from the 5th Di-
mension’s 1969 hit The Age of
Aquarius may be more astrolo-

gy than astronomy and we may feel
that we are a long way from peace
ruling the planet and love steering
the stars, but there is definitely
something exciting going on in
Aquarius. The constellation Aquar-
ius, that is. And it may be taking hu-
manity one step closer to answering
the question that has been asked by
every human being since the dawn
of  time: are we alone? 

Unless you have been living on an-
other planet, pun intended, you have
now heard about the discovery of  a
small, cool red dwarf  star in the con-
stellation Aquarius called Trappist
1.

The star has been studied since
2015 when a team of  scientists from
the University of  Belgium used the
transiting method to detect three
planets orbiting around the star.

Using the Trappist telescope in
Chile (Transiting Planets and Plan-
etesimals Small Telescope), as-
tronomers carefully measured the
dimming of  the star’s light when a
planet crossed  in front of  it — re-
ferred to as a transit.

The Trappist 1 system, named for
the telescope, generated a lot of  in-
terest in the science community and
NASA’s larger Spitzer Space Tele-
scope joined the observations. 

On Feb. 22, 2017, NASA held a
press conference to confirm the an-
nouncement of  the discovery of
“something big” related to the
search for exoplanets.

I cancelled my day to watch it live,
anxiously wondering what would be
revealed. And what a revelation it
was! The discovery of  a complete so-
lar system of  seven terrestrial exo-
planets, three in the Goldilocks hab-
itable zone of  a star just 40 light
years (235 trillion miles) away —
practically next door on a cosmic
scale — is nothing short of  pro-
found!

Stars like Trappist 1 , smaller and
dimmer than our own sun, are very
common in the galaxy  and planet
hunting scientists have learned that
where there is one, there is more —
possibly plenty more. This is like hit-
ting the cosmic jackpot!

The well deserved excitement of
the scientific team making the an-
nouncement was palpable. Although
scientists have catalogued over 3,000
confirmed exoplanets in our galaxy
since 2009, it seems that we are now
in what one team member referred
to as,  “the Gold Rush days of  exo-

planet research.”
Our galaxy is likely teeming with

— not just one planet here and there
— but solar systems with multiple
planets like Trappist 1. And many of
those, perhaps all, will have some
planets in the Goldilocks Zone of
their star, meaning that they could
harbour life of  some kind. 

“Finding a second Earth is no
longer a matter of  if, but when,” said
Thomas Zurbochen, assistant ad-
ministrator of  NASA’s Science Mis-
sion Directorate, at the opening of
the press conference. 

MIT Professor of  Planetary Sci-
ence and Physics, Sara Seager, told

the audience that, “Goldilocks has
many sisters to study” and in 2018,
they will have some significant help
from the James Webb Space Tele-
scope to do just that.

Larger and more powerful than
the aging Hubble Space Telescope, it
will enable scientists to “see” the at-
mospheres of  these planets and look
for  the presence of   things like oxy-
gen and methane which can only be
produced by organic life.

“Life” is a broad term and can be
anything from bacteria to an ad-
vanced civilization. But scientists
believe that life of  some kind may be
ubiquitous in our galaxy and that
there are many potentially habitable
worlds out there just waiting to be
found. 

The discovery of  the Trappist 1
system has inspired a lot of  specula-
tion and reflection across the media,
but one of  the most thoughtful edito-
rials, from the Waterloo Region
Record, was reprinted in this paper
under the vary apt title, “Are we
ready for new worlds?”

The discovery that we are not
alone — as exciting and life altering
as that would be for some of  us —
may not be so welcome for others.

It will have far reaching societal
implications and could disrupt
many existing ideologies, religious
doctrines and philosophies that have
guided humanity for centuries. It
would be new information that may
not be welcomed by everyone. If
Galileo could talk to us today, he
would confirm that. 

Are we ready indeed? If  the James
Webb Telescope detects signs of  or-
ganic life next year, will it be the
dawning of  a new Age of  Aquarius
when peace will guide the planets
and love will rule the stars? Realisti-
cally, I doubt it, but I would love to be
pleasantly surprised. 

Maureen Arges Nadin is a freee-
lance writer and space enthusiast
whose column appears monthly in
this space.  Join the conversation at
her Blog at www.maureenarges-
nadin.ca
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Forty-five cents could buy you a coffee and a fried bacon and egg sandwich at Jack’s Snack Shop on
Simpson Street in 1951. This business, and those around it, on the 700 block of  Simpson show us a way of
life that’s now largely gone.

BY DOROTHY COLBY

In my last column I wrote about a
couple that were on our Mayan
tour. I was about to sit in an emp-

ty seat when a man yelled at me,
“That seat is for my girlfriend.” So
when I was going to write about it I
wasn’t sure if  the spelling was girl
friend or girlfriend. One word or
two?

I didn’t know which was correct
but I knew where to find the answer.
My unreliable source the Internet. I
learned if  the boy and girl were just
friends it was boy friend and girl
friend.

I should have asked my eight-
year-old grandson. If  I asked him if
he has a girl friend he says, “I have
girls who are friends.”

Now for the meaning of  boyfriend
and girlfriend. If  it is one word, no
space between the words, this couple
has a committed and intimate rela-
tionship. But this is what is puz-
zling. When do boys and girls start
being called young men and young
women?

While looking up the meanings of
boy friend and boyfriend on the In-
ternet, I saw an article titled
Boyfriends Are For Sharing Milk-
shakes, Not For Sex. This article
questioned using boyfriend and girl-
friend to describe an adult relation-
ship.

In the movie Sex in the City, Big
asked Carrie, “When you’re both
adults, isn’t he a little old to be your
boyfriend? It sounds, so well, high
school.”

So this is the dilemma. Why isn’t
there a proper name for adults who
have committed intimate relation-
ships who aren’t married?

If  I had asked my mother this
question she would have answered,
“I’d call them immoral.”

When I was 16, in Grade 11, I
wanted to be the same as my friends.
I wanted to have a steady boy friend.
A boy friend to walk me to my locker
and take me to the prom. 

To my surprise a neat guy asked
me to the spring prom (Today I
would call him a hunk or hot). I was
surprised because our conversa-
tions consisted of  saying “Hi” in the
hall. I was happy.

When he took me home from the
prom he asked me to go steady with
him. I was so happy.

A few weeks later saying good
night in his dad’s Buick, his hands
began to explore. How could this be
happening? I was 16, just learning to
kiss. He broke up with me and after
that he wasn’t even a boy (space)
friend.

I remember the first time I heard
a middle-aged woman refer to her
male companion as her boyfriend.
She proudly said, “This is my
boyfriend.”

I understood what she meant.
This man with sparse gray hair and
a beach-ball stomach was more than
her friend, but there wasn’t a single
word like fiancée or husband to de-
scribe their relationship. She was
stuck with boyfriend.

So what are our choices? Partner?
This is common. One woman said
partner made her think of  cowboys.
Another woman said if  partner de-
scribed an intimate relationship
then business partner would always
have to be used to distinguish it from
intimate partner.

Baby? If  there is a baby doesn’t
there need to be a Daddy? A Sugar
Daddy?

Companion? Sounds like a care-
giver or a dog.

Lover? This might be an accurate
word, but do you really want to say
to your father, mother or your chil-
dren, “I’d like you to meet my lover.”

Mickey Rooney died when he was
93. Surviving him was his 77-year-
old woman who he called, “his best
girl.” That was sweet.

Sweden has one word to define a
couple who live together, but aren’t
married. Sambo. Sam is shortening
the word samman, that means to-
gether, and bo is shortening the
word boende, that means accommo-
dation.

I can think of  an English word
combination to replace boyfriend
and girlfriend. Tobed. To means to-
gether and bed is an accommoda-
tion. People would then have a word
to introduce the person they live
with. 

I’d like you to meet my
Tobed.

Musing appears every other Sun-
day. To contact Dorothy, email her at
pcolby@tbaytel.net.
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An artist’s redition of  the Trappist 1 exoplanet system.

Why a little star in Aquarius changes everything
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